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Abstract
Improving Energy Supply at El Crucero is an
extended version of a paper titled “El Crucero Pilot
Program One IPad2 per Child” presented at the
CICE-2012 conference [4]. The previous paper
conducted an advanced action research process in
generating an innovative pilot program, providing
an iPad2 for every child in El Crucero School and
the students are making solar panels for profit. The
project presented here is intended to improve the
current energy supply at El Crucero by implementing
a renewable hybrid system using both wind and solar
energy power, along with use of Distributed
Generation generator sources. Improving the current
Internet speed from 2034 to 5034 kb is also possible
by implementation of an artificial intelligence
adaptive network based fuzzy inference system.

capture wind energy and generate electricity. The
level of generated electricity is dependent upon the
wind speed and the design of the wind turbines [8].
Figure 1 provides an analysis of the relationship
between wind speed and power output by using the
Wind Rotor Power Coefficient Cp on Tip Speed
Ratio λ. The wind turbine improves the current solar
panel at El Crucero by a forty-five-percent increase.
Adding turbines improve energy output 45% of the
when the weather is calms; the turbines won’t and
will switch to solar energy.

1. Introduction
This paper describes a proposal to improve the
current energy supply at El Crucero by upgrading to
a hybrid renewable energy system utilizing
connections between wind turbines, photovoltaic
panels, and the local energy grid. The renewable
energy power will provide the best solution by
combining wind and solar to reduce global warming
and provide the green power generation resources at
El Crucero. Distributed Generation (DGs) sources
that are direct relation with the use of micro capacity
power generating units that are installed at the
distribution level of the power systems will help
balance all segments where energy consumers are
located. Implementing Internet speed will be created
by artificial intelligence in the solar energy
application. The wind turbines implement VSD
drives to allow the machine to use rotational motion
to produce energy. This simplified version of asolarwind hybrid will enhance the current solar energy
system by wind PM Synchronous Generators.

2. El Crucero Solar Panel Upgrade
El Crucero is currently using solar energy due to
the abundance of sun’s energy. Currently they are
building solar panels, which can break easily, so the
additional ability to build wind turbines will be a
major improvement. The turbines will also be an
alternative energy source during the rainy season.
The wind energy is generated by the energy of air
moving around the earth surface and it is considered
is the best mechanical energy source. Wind turbines
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Figure1. Wind Rotor Power Coefficient Cp on Tip
Speed Ratio λ improve Internet speed at El Crucero

3. Purpose of an El Crucero Wind
Alternative
The purpose for this paper is to evaluate an
upgrade of the current solar energy system at El
Crucero to include an alternative energy source. The
use of wind as an alternative to solar allows
connection to the grid to power electronic
equipment. The grid connection consists of DC/ACSC-AC converters to solve connection problems by
implementing Distributed Generation connections.
They facilitate the connections of various
frequencies of wind energy systems [2]. The
converters consist of a few circuits for rectifiers;
inverters in AC side and harmonic ripple filters type
LCs. The LCs output voltage is kept constant to
provide rectifiers that will filter the DC section. The
DC section climatic harmonics provide smoother
voltage levels and waveform states controlled in the
inverter parts of the system. The DC voltage is
provided and a PWM inverter can be used to provide
AC voltage as output from the input DC voltages.
PWM inverters have good performance in both
steady state and transient parts of the system [4]. The
important point on connection is that the wind
turbine amplitude of voltage and frequency need to
meet the system specifications so that both wind and
solar can connect to the hybrid resources. The
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parameters are determined by the power demands of
the electronic equipment implemented in the system.
DC converters will change the amplitude of voltage
in photovoltaic systems and act as transformers
specific to DC sources. The rectifier will stabilize the
voltage of output. AC inverters will change DC
power (both current and voltage) to allow efficient
use of the hybrid system both at El Crucero and by
the entire community. The photovoltaic system can
thus be used as a current source and the active power
will be generated by solar cells when the weather
conditions are favorable for solar energy. The wind
turbines can provide an alternative current source
and variations in the frequency by monitoring the
frequency deviation of AC-DC-AC converter system
should come into effect on windy days [2]. The
schematic of the hybrid inverter will make it easy to
connect to both wind and solar at the same time.

4. Background at El Crucero
In January 2011, ICW provided oversight and
management of 320 computers that were donated to
Nicaragua. In partnership with the ALMORI
Foundation, ICW distributed these computers to EL
Crucero schools. ICW staff members in the US and
in Nicaragua currently provide the project
management, maintenance, and oversight for these
computers, and have established computer user
groups for training and support [4]. The objectives of
this project are two-fold: 1) To prepare young people
in Nicaragua for employment roles throughout the
country through work skills training initiatives; and
2) To expand this project to prepare an ongoing
workforce for employment opportunities in key work
areas of local and global service in Nicaragua and the
Central American region [4]. This project seeks to
provide long-term educational and employment
tracking, and to ensure sustainable technology access
and education for its participating individuals and
communities [4]. ICW envisions providing improved
equipment and expanding the training opportunities
in computer technology available to these selected
communities. ICW has an in-country Information
Technology specialist working directly with the
communities to provide oversight, training, and
equipment repair. ICW is also working to establish
an US/Nicaraguan partnership with academic
institutions in both countries to set up a quantitative
and qualitative evaluation study of the impact and
effectiveness of this project on community economic
development [4]. During the visit to El Crucero
School the following issues were identified. The
previously donated iMac computers were outdated,
power outages were frequent, and there was a lack of
computer training for teachers. Research findings
from the visit provided detailed suggestions to
provide future sustainable solutions to the current
situation in El Crucero [4]. To combat power outages
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and power surges is to implement a solar energy
system [4]. Currently solar energy is already in
progress by U.S. based non-governmental
organization Terrasol, which supports the
development of solar energy in farms, schools, and
community centers in remote communities in
Nicaragua. Terrasol cooperates with Grupo Fenix, a
non-profit organization supporting renewable energy
and sustainable development in Nicaragua,
especially in low-income communities [4]. Since
1987, Terrasol volunteers have worked to bring
solar-powered electricity to rural Nicaragua, in
cooperation with the people of these rural areas and
Nicaraguan development and research agencies [4].
Terrasol volunteers are the first to provide solar
photovoltaic system to areas in Nicaragua that have
never had electric service, and thus provide scientific
evidence for the potential sustainability of improving
electric service at El Crucero. Previously installed
systems are typically used for adult evening literacy
classes and other community activities. Currently,
Terrasol continues to maintain the systems installed
in past years. The reason solar energy will be perfect
for the pilot program El Crucero is that Nicaragua
has an abundance of sun energy. The solar energy
will provide a path to sustainable economic
development and independence from the electric
grid. The engineering students at Universidad
Americana de Managua and graduates can share their
knowledge by training local people how to build and
operate simple solar devices such as solar ovens,
photovoltaic lighting, battery rechargers and solar
hot water systems [4]. This type of knowledge in El
Crucero will allow marketing of solar items and
raising money to purchase iPad2 systems to replace
the aging iMac computers.

5. Methodology
The El Crucero project will use a quantitative
methodology based upon solar energy conversion
with an embedded maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) – Active power optimizers or microinverters
method. The methodology will improve the problem
with El Crucero’s solar energy system by
determining the best and most cost effective method
to extract power from the solar panel array and
deliver it to the hybrid AC/DC grid. The hybrid
AC/DC system will solve the current problem of
shading, in which a shaded panel burns out and
reduces functionality for the entire string of panels.

6. Improve Internet Speed at El Crucero
The table below shows the current data collected
at El Crucero regarding the relationship between
Internet speeds 2034-2064 and the student’s success
rate improved by 35%.
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strengths of the rules. In the third layer, the nodes are
fixed with outputs that represent the normalized
firing strengths. Layer four nodes will adapt to the
current node function at layer 1, to be the first-order
model with parameters referred to as defuzzifier of
consequent parameters. Layer five repairs the single
node output to equal the sum of all of the rule layers’
outputs [1].

The current Internet speed at El Crucero is slow
and can be improved by implementing Artificial
Intelligence (AI) into the current solar energy
application at El Crucero School. The AI will
improve the network internet speed 2034 kb/sec to
2064 kb/sec at the network input layers, hidden
layers and output layer. Each neuron is connected to
other neurons of previous layers through adaptable
synaptic weights. Knowledge stores at the set of
connection weights corresponding to synapse
efficacy at the neural system. The AI component will
train the process of modifying connection weights
that are suitable for the learning method. The
network will implement a learning mode input that
will adjust to the network attempts to produce the
desired output. After the AI trains the weights that
contain meaningful information, current Internet
speed will increase from 2034 to 5034 kb. The figure
below illustrates how AI will process the information
through a single node. The AI node will receive
weighted activation from the other current node. The
outgoing connection will activate the value, which is
multiplied by the specific weight and transferred to
the next mode. The AI interference system consists
of an adaptive network based fuzzy inference system
for the new solar hybrid framework that will
combine the concepts of fuzzy logic and neural
networking into a unified platform [3]. This network
will use current system identification and predictive
tools that will map out the input space to the
corresponding output space based on the
representative training dataset [8].

Figure 1. AI node to Improve El Crucero network
Figure 2 demonstrates a five layer example how the
new hybrid framework will improve the Internet
speed. The first layer nodes will be adaptive
membership functions with the input variable as the
antecedent parameters. In the second layer, the nodes
are fixed with outputs that represent the firing
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Figure 2. The layers for El Crucero network
Fuzzy logic provides a good framework for
modeling various types of uncertainties in
information. Fuzzy
Logic Controllers (FLCs), the most popular
application of fuzzy logic, provide an adequate
methodology for designing robust AI controllers that
are able to deliver satisfactory performance when
contending with the uncertain noise and imprecision
attributed to real world environments. However, the
linguistic and numerical uncertainties associated with
dynamic unstructured environments cause problems
in determining the exact and precise antecedents’ and
consequents’ membership functions during the FLC
design. FLC type two is an extension of ordinary
type one FLC where the membership function is
fuzzy rather than crisp. The crisp inputs from the
input sensors are first fuzzified into input type-2
fuzzy sets. The input type-2 fuzzy sets then activate
the inference engine and the rule-base to produce
output type-2 fuzzy sets. The type-2 FLC rule-base is
the same as that of a type-1 FLC. The only difference
is that for type-2 rule bases, the antecedents and the
consequents both are represented by type-2 fuzzy
sets. The inference engine combines the fired rules
and gives a mapping from input type-2 fuzzy sets to
output type-2 fuzzy sets. The type-2 fuzzy outputs of
the inference engine are then processed by the
typereducer, which combines the output sets and
performs a centroid calculation that leads to type-1
fuzzy sets called the type-reduced sets. The
typereduced sets are then defuzzified to produce
crisp output values. There are five phases that will
increase the Internet speed and the current solar
network interference systems. The first phase is to
build an individual type 1 fuzzy profile for input and
output variables to improve the Internet speed and
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interference system to upgrade to AI. This requires
building individual type-1 fuzzy profiles for input
and output variables. The second phase is to build
type-2 sets that will be a model for the input and
output variables. The third phase will monitor the
user’s behavior and the fourth phase will generate
the type 2 FLC. The final phase will optimize the
rule-base to implement the AI solar interference
system [6]. After all five phases are implemented;
the FLC rulebase is ready to take control of the
environment by reading sensory values and
fuzzifying them into type two fuzzy sets [5]. The
FLC will use the rule-base at the inference input sets
and produce type 2 output fuzzy sets representing the
decisions made by the user based on the learned
behavior. The type 2 sets will be reduced the type 1
fuzzy set that will defuzzified into crisp values to
drive the different actuators in the classroom. The
improved system will not only control the
environment but will reproduce the user’s behavioral
adaptation capability. The system can implement two
types of adaptation performance. The first is
shortterm online adaptation, when a user intervenes
by actuating one or more attributes that override a
control action. The system will record the
intervention and update the rule-base online usage.
The second adaptation is long term, where the users
change online behavior or operation conditions. The
amount of uncertainty that the system has to model
will become too large and system performance will
degrade. The AI system transitions from long term
adaptation by jumping back to phase 3, where users
are monitored again in order to rebuild the FLC
rulebase to accurately reflect their current
preferences in the classroom setting.
The rule-base size is a major concern, because the
current rule-based system arises from redundancy in
the rules. Implementing the new AI rule-base will
optimize the rule-base size by addressing both
attribute redundancy and rule redundancy to
optimize the nine input variables, which are time of
day, inside light, outside light, inside temperature,
outside temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind
direction and occupancy.
To evaluate the system performance, the system
controller will run in the environment for 48 hours
with 6 users and record the number of rule-base
updates to measure the users’ satisfaction with the
new system. The users will operate three input
variables: time-of-day, inside, and outside light. The
network controls 2 outputs of 2 type fuzzy variables:
front window blinds and rear window. The
cumulative rule-base update records the user
dissatisfaction with the system behavior and will
encounter new points in the control surface that have
not been covered during the monitoring phase.
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7. Improvement in the quality and
reliability of power at El Crucero
The distributed generation (DG) will improve the
quality, power, and reliability of the hybrid grid at El
Crucero. DG will be the most important feature to
allow the current solar system to migrate to a hybrid
electric power generator [6]. DG’s will be directly
connected to the subscriber and will improve the
current interruption cut-off in the distribution
network and the subscriber’s electricity will be
guaranteed at the level of islanding.

8. Enhanced Voltage Profile
To improve the DG connection at the distribution
network will optimize positioning to improve the
voltage profile. This is important in order to sustain
the feeder’s length to prevent reductions of voltage.

9. Enhanced Hybrid Equipment System
Implementing DG on the grid at El Crucero will
reduce the peak loads and will grant a full range of
voltage to prevent overload and outages. DG
adaptors will protect the current DG from damage,
fatigue, and shorter service.

10. Results of Implementing Hybrid
System
The results from upgrading from solar energy to a
hybrid grid at El Crucero are improvement from an
11kW to a 16 kW system. A connection between a 9
kW 15-meter tall wind tower and a 7 kW solar
system is used for simulations [4]. The result from
upgrading the hybrid solar system is recommended if
the climate changes. The design of relative reactive
compensation will provide active power for the
system. Installation of AC-DC-AC converters will
eliminate the ripples, to provide regulated AC
voltage [6]. AC filters are applied at the third phase
inductance and capacitances to eliminate harmonics.
The transformers will change the voltage level
between buses. The results of the simulation of the
photovoltaic system will consist of 32 cells each
generating 170 watts and charging a battery of 24
volts of 840 Amps. The results of the simulation of
the hybrid system state the grid connection of the
current solar system to a hybrid system will improve
the voltage level and power transfer that were
lacking for either individual system, due to the
unpredictability of wind speed and presence of sun,
consequently improving voltage and stability of
power flow in the network. DG technology improves
the hybrid system’s grid connection and improves
the security of supply, which will enhance the
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financial aspects of renewable usage in the result in
lower overall cost of the power system.
The results from an 11KV power system will
improve the current network and result in a
successful connection of solar and wind as hybrid
DG sources. Use of DG is beneficial for El Crucero
school economics because the grid is at a great
distance from the school. The DG will act as second
row generation units that provide safer electrical
supply systems for El Crucero. DG will also enhance
the quality parameters in power provided to the first
level of power generation after a sudden power
surges. The quality of the hybrid power parameters
will enhance stability and reliability and decrease the
level of grid congestion, and reactive compensation
will significantly improve Internet speed. The
advantage of having DG generators is that they are
close to the load distribution level and will improve
transmission cost at El Crucero. The resistive load
and one motor load will support the main grid system
by 0.12 MVAsc and the photovoltaic wind units will
connect to proper system transformers. The
electricity will be generated at the PV panel in DC
form and will enhance the current solar panel system
for two purposes. The first purpose is to provide the
main portion of energy to be injected into the hybrid
power system while the 24 Volt DC motors will
implement 2 kW of energy. The DC-AC inverter
connection will have a capacity of 7.4kVA to
improve the current 6.4kVA active power. When the
battery is connected to the DC Bus 2 will reserve
energy for up to 6860 AH and the UPS unit will have
a capacity of 7 kVA that is connected to system to
reserve energy. This technology will improve the
solar power to about 7 kW that can reserve energy in
UPS and batteries. The Delta-Star transformer will
prevent the ripple and the results of the Load Flow
will provide voltage angles to a sequence of -20 and
be kept at homogeny in the system and lads will be
perfectly fed [6]. When the voltage drops on the
photovoltaic side at 1.04% while connected to wind
bus will improve to 45% as before the enhances was
34% which proves that upgrading to hybrid system
of solar and wind will prove feeding conditions solar
energy quality. The voltage and current that feed the
loads in a hybrid system are regulated to an enhanced
format and the power quality parameters are better in
comparison with the same system that does not
contain hybrid connections. The DC converters have
enhanced the voltage level to be delivered to
inverters in the inverted AC condition, while the
wind system acts as a synchronous generator with
the synchronism system while the voltage from the
wind turbines will pass through the proper inverters
and converters. This type of mechanism will provide
protection for the hybrid system to protect and detect
against islanding operation of both renewable units
and the ability to reverse power flows.
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11. Enhance Educational Tools for iPad2
The teachers at El Crucero can improve use of the
iPad2 units by creating and distributing courses
based on traditionally used handouts, quizzes along
with video and audio lectures for an interactive
classroom by implementing internet applications
such as iBookstore, App Store, and iTunes Store,
YouTube etc. The teacher will be able to create
iTunes U courses that will be easy to distribute to
iPad2-connected students.
The iPad2 will allow the teacher to create iMovies
to uncover hidden talent and to bring excitement and
passion to learning. The iMovie technology will
permit students to watch videos to enhance the
learning of basic math, history, and writing. The
iPad2 also has the ability to download an AI
component known as enhanced Siri for the
classroom, with the ability to communicate with the
class and teacher.

12. AI Results in the Classroom
Implementing artificial intelligence on the iPad2
will permit the teacher to devote more time to their
slower students and allow for accelerated students to
progress at a faster pace. The AI component
increases both teachers and students’ enjoyment in
the class and level of peer competition. For instance,
the AI can read to the students and permit them to
flip through a book by sliding their finger along
thumbnail images of the pages.

12. Conclusion
This paper describes recommended improvements
for the current energy supply at El Crucero School.
The improvements implement connection of wind
and solar hybrid system to the grid and improve the
wind and solar simulations. Wind turbines will
provide alternative energy during the rainy season or
other times when there is less sunshine, by a
changeable source by time and solar systems are
simulated as DC systems connected to the grid using
DC-AC Inverters. Simulations of hybrid systems of
solar and wind show that such equipment can
improve on the power delivered by the current
system. Implementation of artificial intelligence
adaptive network based fuzzy inference will increase
current Internet speed from 2034 to 5034 kilo bytes.
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